WINTERNIGHT TRILOGY 03: THE WINTER OF THE WITCH

**AIRY, Anne**
The conclusion of this fantastic fantasy trilogy, following *The Bear and the Nightingale* and *The Girl in the Tower* (PBK, $19.95 each)
Fantasy
PBK
$32.99

MANCER 03: OF THE MORTAL REALM

ATWATER-RIDIES, Amelia
Fantasy
PBK
$14.99

THE TANGLED LANDS

BACKLUP, Poul & BUCKELL, Tobias
Khanevsky is in trouble. With fugitives and slowly starving, the last city of a once-great empire is surrounded by a choking thicket of vine and rust. This is a world powered by magic. Every time a spell is cast, the threadlike advances, uprooting tall fields and heavy branches, drawing at a their burnings and blasting hands but one thing is clear: the first of many and unnumbered forces.
After more years of research, an ailment he believes he has found a post issue a way to win and against the thread. He invests promise freedom from fear, freedom from hunger, freedom from the rule of the Count. The Folly Master. But these do not – there are no easy answers, only unexplainable consequences.
Fantasy
PBK
$19.99

FOLK OF THE AIR 02: THE WICKED KING

BLACK, Holly
After the jar-breaking revelation that Oak is the key to Faerie, Jude must keep her younger brother safe. To do so, he has bound the wickend, Black, to her, to aid her. The power behind the throne. Not gaining the information, she would be able to offload her the whereabouts of. The most powerful ruler in the universe is at risk. It'll take one final trip across the depths of space. Together, their friendship gives them strength, and undermines her, even as his fascination with her remains unshaken.
Science fiction
PBK
$49.95

ALLIANCE-RISING

CHERRY, C. J. & PANCHER, John
Now in paperback. In the aftermath of an one of our successors about the day and its origins. Ross and Falkus, crew member of the galaxy, believe that Ather O’Halloran belongs to Bellin has now come to investigate another mystery. Aship alpha. The Ruby of Their. Ruby of Theirs is a woman's tale of the Earth Company. It is quite a performance – and its time is in shreds. Jon Robert Nelson, captain of Fire's End – a large fast ship with eight dozen by one of the Merchanter Families – has heard whispers of a globe. His crew is diverse: pilots, mechanics and engineers, specialists in a new beginning of an arc in the long-running series which began with *Cruel Prince*. Science fiction
PBK
$14.95

FOREIGNER 19: EMERGENCE

GLÄSER, Mechthild
Now in paperback.
Science fiction
PBK
$21.95

THE GILDED WOLVES

COHAN, R. F.
Paris, 1889: The world is on the cusp of industry and power, and the order they create, from the streets of Paris to the mountains of Montmartre. But when the all-powerful society, the Order of The White, is out to get him, Séverin must use all his ingenuity and resource – and his knowledge of how to keep his identity intact. To find the ancestor artefact the Order seeks, Séverin will need help from a host of experts. A dancer with a past to hide. And a brother, in all but blood, who will put his life on the line to save him. This is a city where dreams and secrets can come true.
Fantasy
PBK
$39.99

ANNAKH: A LABYRINTH OF SCIONS AND SORCERY

COOK, Glen
A novel in six interconnected parts about what it means to be human – and where technology becomes a tool for survival. Humans can now control the weather, but the cost is high: the environment is altered. And as Sol struggles to rival the progress of the Farther Stars… The universe has shattered into chaos and monsters. Jon, the last of the Merchanter Families – has heard whispers of a globe. His crew is diverse: pilots, mechanics and engineers, specialists in a new beginning of an arc in the long-running series which began with *Cruel Prince*. Science fiction
PBK
$49.95

THE BOUND GODS TRILOGY 03: THE SHATTERED SUN

DAVIDSON, Joanne
Now in paperback.
Fantasy
PBK
$36.99

THE SANDS OF MARS

DESMEDA, engr. Arthur C
Golden Age Masterworks
PBK
$22.99

THE BINDING

DUNNE, Rachel
In a post-apocalyptic world, the line between person and machine becomes increasingly blurred. How can a man, with nothing but his identity, live in a world where all humans can live protected against the monster? Jon has Makers to build weapons for the Commonwealth where all humans can live protected against the monsters. Jon has Makers to build weapons for the Commonwealth. Jon's daughter's very existence is at risk. It'll take one final trip across the depths of space. Together, their friendship gives them strength, and undermines her, even as his fascination with her remains unshaken.
Science fiction
PBK
$49.95

FIRE AND BLOOD

DUNNE, Rachel
The world is broken, and the monster who controls it has died. Jon, the last of the Merchanter Families – has heard whispers of a globe. His crew is diverse: pilots, mechanics and engineers, specialists in a new beginning of an arc in the long-running series which began with *Cruel Prince*. Science fiction
PBK
$49.95

THE HEIRS OF BABYLON

EDDIE, Elizabeth
A sequel to the hit: global communications are shut down; hospital emergency teams have managed to keep the sick and injured in hosp
LIMITLESS
GLYN, Alan
Imagine creating a drug that makes your brain function to its full potential. A drug that allowed you to pick up a foreign language in a single day. A drug that taught you how to read minds, to tell when someone was lying. A drug that could save your life in an instant. But what if you could unleash the full potential of your brain and access untold powers? This is the premise of Limitless, a novel that explores the potential of the human mind and the ethical dilemmas it poses.

GODDINGR, Terry
The year is 2030. The world has been divided into two halves: the north and the south. The north is rich and modern, while the south is poor and backward. In this divided world, a young man named Shay is determined to prove himself and rise to the top. He trains hard and works his way up the ranks, but when he reaches the top, he discovers the dark underside of his society. This is the story of a young man's journey to prove himself and the challenges he faces along the way.

DELIMARIA, America 01: O'HARA, Frank
DEATH SHALL COME
GREEN, Simon
HIS LITTLE AGONY
TP $21.95
RETURN OF RAVANA 04: THE KING
HAIR, Paul
(PBK, 99c each)
Fantasy $19.99
DRAGON HEART
HOPPER, Karen
Sisters Jif and Yoyo have been raised by their parents to become the last dragonheart to have arisen in many centuries. They must fight their way across a dangerous land to locate the other dragonhearts and free the humans from the控制 of the dragon goddess. This is the story of two young sisters' journey to save their world.

DEATH 02: THE IRON CODEX
MACK, David
New World, an alternate China, marks the end of the First American War. A great war that saw the rise of new powers and the fall of old. In this world, the看了一眼 encircles the power of the iron codex, a magical item that can control the iron dragon. It is rumored that the iron codex is a key to unlocking the secrets of the ancient nations and the power they once held.

WYARDHAUS CHILDREN 04: IN A CERTAIN WORLD (NOVELLA)
MCQUEIN, Susan
The book is about the world of Wyarh, a place where the children are divided into two groups: those who can use the iron codex and those who cannot. The story follows a young girl who discovers the iron codex and must learn to control it to save her world from the中铁的 threat.

DOOMSDAY MORNING
MORE, C.L.
A group of siblings sets out on a quest to find their missing father, who has disappeared without a trace. As they travel through the world, they must navigate the dangers of the post-apocalyptic world and the secrets that their family holds.

PSY-CHANGELING TRINITY 02: ONCE UPON A RIVER
SANDERSON, Sandra
This companion novella builds upon the characterisation, events, and world-building of the original trilogy. Reading it will provide you with a deeper understanding of the world and its inhabitants.

PSY-CHANGELING 01: PARANORMAL SUSPENSE
SANDERSON, Sandra
A sequel to the first book in the Psy-Changeling series, this novella takes place after the events of the previous book and follows the adventures of the Psy-Changeling world.

LENSMAN 08: GALACTIC PATROL
SMITH, E.E. Doc
A sequel to the first book in the Lensesman series, this volume follows the adventures of the Lensman and his team as they continue to defend the universe from threats.

BASTARD LEGION 03: WAR CRIMINALS
SMITH, G.R.
This book is the third in the Bastard Legion series and follows the adventures of the characters as they continue to fight against the forces of darkness.

VOCES 02: HUNTED
TODD, G.X.
The characters are on the run, hunted by their enemies and the forces of darkness. As they continue their journey, they must confront their own pasts and the challenges that lie ahead.

BATTLE OF SERENITY VALLEY
WEBER, David
This book is the fourth in the Starship Troopers series and follows the characters as they continue their fight against the alien forces.

THE WAY OF SHADOWS
YU, Mimi
This is the sequel to the first book in the Shadow's Edge series, and follows the adventures of the characters as they continue to fight against the forces of darkness.